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Basic Web Terminology 

1. HTML is         HYPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE            , a tag-based language that 

allows content to be delivered over the            WORLD WIDE WEB       , or simply the 

Web, and viewed by a       WEB BROWSER       .  

2. HTML is NOT a             PROGRAMMING             language. 

3. The terms      INTERNET       and          THE WEB          are often used interchangeably.  

However, the Web is only one way that information can be disseminated over the Internet.  

The Internet, NOT the Web, is used for e-mail, which relies on SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol), Usenet newsgroups, instant messaging, and FTP.  The Web is a portion of the 

Internet, but the terms Web and Internet are not synonymous and should not be confused. 

4.          PROTOCOL       is an agreed upon format for transmitting data between two devices. 

5. HTTP is        HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL          the underlying protocol used by 

the Web.  HTTP defines how messages are formatted and transmitted, and what actions web 

servers and browsers should take.  When a URL is entered in the browser, this sends an HTTP 

command to the web server directing it to fetch and transmit the requested web page. 

6. Other protocols include      FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)     ,      GOPHER     ,           

FILE        , and          NEWS      . 

7. A         WEB BROWSER       is an application used to retrieve data from the Internet and to 

process and display it on a client computer. In addition to text and HTML, modern browsers 

also display graphics, movie clips, and various other types of media, frequently using                                   

for these tasks.   
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8. Examples of browsers are:     INTERNET EXPLORER              ,          SAFARI        ,                                         

O     CHROME     ,         MOZILLA FIREFOX         , and        OPERA    . 

9. URL means         UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR                  , the generic term for all 

types of names and addresses that refer to objects on the Web.  It contains the transmission 

protocols, like     HTTP                   for web pages or           FTP         for file transfer.          

URL example: http://www.kvcc.edu 

10.   WEB ADDRESS             is a synonym for a URL. 

11.   DOMAIN NAMES     are used to identify one or more   IP ADDRESSES.  For example, 

the domain name Google.com has an IP address of 74.125.225.105 

12. Domain names are used in URLs to identify web pages because they are   ALPHABETIC  and 

e  EASY TO REMEMBER               .  

13. However, the Internet is based on  IP ADDRESSES    NOT d  DOMAIN NAMES. Every 

web server requires a Domain Name System (DNS) server to translate domain names into IP 

addresses. 

14. Any machine connected to the Internet has an IP Address, whether it is cell phone, Roku box, 

fax machine, television, blu-ray or game consoles such as Xbox, Wii, or Playstation. 

15. Breaking down the parts of a URL: http://classes.kvcc.edu/students/~klightcap/index.html 

o [http] is the         PROTOCOL                                        . 

o [kvcc.edu] is the        DOMAIN                                         .  

o [classes] This part of the address is known as the   SUB-DOMAIN .                        

You can have multiple sub-domains, all registered under the same domain.     

(examples:  www.kvcc.edu, classes.kvcc.edu, moodle.kvcc.edu ) 

o [students, ~klightcap] These are         FOLDERS         .  

o [index.html] This is the      WEB PAGE     to be displayed when the url is entered in a 

browser. 
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16. FTP is    FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL      , the protocol for exchanging files over the 

Internet.  FTP is most commonly used to download a file from a server using the Internet or 

to upload a file to a server.  

17.        REMOTE SERVER                  is a network computer storing website files and hosting 

them to the public via a local or wide area network, usually applying HTTP/TCP/IP protocols. 

18.         TCP/IP      is short for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, the suite of 

communication protocols used to connect hosts on the Internet.  

19. TCP/IP is built into the UNIX operating system and is used by the Internet, making it the de 

facto         STANDARD                            for transmitting data over networks. 

20.       GET     is an FTP command telling the client to               DOWNLOAD            a file 

from the server to a local drive. It is also implemented in Dreamweaver. 

21.         PUT         is an FTP command telling the client to       UPLOAD          a file from a local 

drive to the server. It is also used in Dreamweaver.  After editing a file, you need to use “Put” 

to make it available to the public on the server. 

22.        PUBLISHING       is the act of uploading one or more files to a server that can be 

accessed by the greater public via a local or wide area network. 


